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TOUCH DOWN UNIT STUDIO KLASS

Conceived for high-end office environments, TDU,
designed by Studio Klass, meets the needs 
of professionals who do not require an allocated 
workstation.
Alternating between meetings and individual tasks, 
these dynamic workers need a foothold within the office 
that they can return to throughout the day.
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TOUCH DOWN UNIT STUDIO KLASS TDU @ WORK
Touch Down Unit is a self-contained mobile workstation 
that is easy to move around the office, making it adaptable 
to continuous changes in layout and spatial configuration.

TDU presents itself as a simple, compact form: a 
rectangular worktop over a small, closed volume contains 

two cabinets that open during use to reveal various 
accessory elements. The structure of the mobile unit consists 
of a metal base that supports a central upright with cable 
housing. In turn, the upright supports the structure of the 
worktop, which contains vertical and horizontal positioning 
devices that permit rapid adjustments on the part of the user. 
The workstation can be easily moved about thanks to its 
retractable 360° swivel castors. 

The worktop can be adjusted in height between 74 cm 
and 104 cm. It also slides horizontally to facilitate working 
from either the long or short side, according to the user’s 
position and work modality (standing or sitting). 

The two containers open to provide access to various 
handy features. The first container can be rotated 180°, 
revealing an open compartment in the cabinet with a  
lockable door. The second container slides horizontally  
on hidden tracks, exposing another compartment and  
shelving on which to store documents, electronic devices,  
and personal belongings.

TDU is also available in an electrified version, with a 
small door that reveals the power sockets, USB and USB-C 
ports for recharging electronic devices.
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TOUCH DOWN UNIT STUDIO KLASS
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Extra-clear etched glass 
Platinum Grey back-painted

TABLE TOPS FINISH

Glass

X7
Extra-clear etched glass 
Charcoal back-painted

X2
Fenix Cacao laminate

X3
Fenix Efeso laminate

Fenix laminate

NK
Canaletto Walnut  
strainght-grained

Standard natural veneer
(certified genuine wood  
from Europe-Canada-USA)

DP
Structure: 
Charcoal painting (D7)
Shelves and electrical parts: 
Platinum Grey painting (VP)

PJ
Structure: 
Platinum Grey painting (VP)
Shelves and electrical parts: 
Yellow painting (GI)

STRUCTURE, INTERNAL SHELVES 
AND ELECTRICAL PARTS FINISH

VJ
Structure: 
Light Green painting (VQ)
Shelves and electrical parts: 
Platinum Grey painting (VP)

TJ
Structure: 
Ash painting (T0)
Shelves and electrical parts: 
Yellow painting (GI)

With CE, UK, US electrification
and locker

84×50 cm
V TDU EL ..

Without electrification, 
with locker

84×50 cm
V TDU L ..

TDU @ WORK

It is necessary to specify when ordering  
the finish of the central body
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TOUCH DOWN UNIT STUDIO KLASS TDU @ HOME 
The Home version of Touch Down Unit features warm  
and elegant materials. This version includes a compartment 
for inserting a power bank. 

A small door provides access to the power sockets and 
USB ports for recharging electronic devices. Contoured trays 
in solid wood and leather keep small objects organized.  
They can be stored in the container after use. TDU’s range  
of finishes and accessories make it a perfect fit for every  
type of home and professional environment.
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TOUCH DOWN UNIT STUDIO KLASS
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With a compartment
for a power bank (noy supplied)

86×52 cm
V TDU H ..

22/19×25 cm, h. 2,5 cm
D DS 533 ..

22/19×25 cm, h. 2,5 cm
D DS 533 ..

TDU @ HOME

INTERNAL FITTINGS
Category A: Canaletto walnut 
straight-grained
Category B: Canaletto walnut 
straight-grained with hide leather 
bottom

It is necessary to specify when ordering 
the finish and left or right version

It is necessary to specify when ordering 
the finish and left or right version

It is necessary to specify when ordering  
the finish of the central body

NK
Canaletto Walnut  
strainght-grained

TABLE TOP FINISH 

Standard natural veneer
(certified genuine wood  
from Europe-Canada-USA)

DZ
Central body: 
Champagne  painting (B5)
Shell: Dark Brown  
painting (MQ)

E6
Central body: 
Bronze painting (BJ)
Shell: Canaletto Walnut  
strainght-grained (NK)

STRUCTURE, INTERNAL SHELVES 
AND ELECTRICAL PARTS FINISH

EK
Central body: 
Champagne  painting (B5)
Shell: Dark Brown  
hide leather (5CTM)
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UniFor has management system certified according
to UNI EN ISO 9001 and UNI EN ISO 14001. 
The products are in conformance with the Italian decree law 
DLGS 81:2008 and with all of the principal regulations 
applicable to the various types of products.

The products described in this catalog are made
with class E1 materials (low formaldehyde content)
and are Greenguard® certified.


